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QUESTION 1

Which are true statements concerning the BugBear and Pretty Park worms? Select the best answers. 

A. Both programs use email to do their work. 

B. Pretty Park propagates via network shares and email 

C. BugBear propagates via network shares and email 

D. Pretty Park tries to connect to an IRC server to send your personal passwords. 

E. Pretty Park can terminate anti-virus applications that might be running to bypass them. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the default Password Hash Algorithm used by NTLMv2? 

A. MD4 

B. DES 

C. SHA-1 

D. MD5 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

You have chosen a 22 character word from the dictionary as your password. How long will it take to crack the password
by an attacker? 

A. 16 million years 

B. 5 minutes 

C. 23 days 

D. 200 years 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

While probing an organization you discover that they have a wireless network. From your attempts to connect to the
WLAN you determine that they have deployed MAC filtering by using ACL on the access points. 
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What would be the easiest way to circumvent and communicate on the WLAN? 

A. Attempt to crack the WEP key using Airsnort. 

B. Attempt to brute force the access point and update or delete the MAC ACL. 

C. Steel a client computer and use it to access the wireless network. 

D. Sniff traffic if the WLAN and spoof your MAC address to one that you captured. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

You wish to determine the operating system and type of web server being used. At the same time you wish to arouse no
suspicion within the target organization. 

While some of the methods listed below work, which holds the least risk of detection? 

A. Make some phone calls and attempt to retrieve the information using social engineering. 

B. Use nmap in paranoid mode and scan the web server. 

C. Telnet to the web server and issue commands to illicit a response. 

D. Use the netcraft web site look for the target organization\\'s web site. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

Steve scans the network for SNMP enabled devices. 

Which port number Steve should scan? 

A. 150 

B. 161 

C. 169 

D. 69 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

Exhibit: 
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You have captured some packets in Ethereal. You want to view only packets sent from 10.0.0.22. What filter will you
apply? 

A. ip = 10.0.0.22 

B. ip.src == 10.0.0.22 

C. ip.equals 10.0.0.22 

D. ip.address = 10.0.0.22 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

What port number is used by LDAP protocol? 

A. 110 

B. 389 

C. 464 
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D. 445 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

A company has hired a security administrator to maintain and administer Linux and Windows-based systems. Written in
the nightly report file is the followinG. 

Firewall log files are at the expected value of 4 MB. The current time is 12am. Exactly two hours later the size has
decreased considerably. Another hour goes by and the log files have shrunk in size again. 

Which of the following actions should the security administrator take? 

A. Log the event as suspicious activity and report this behavior to the incident response team immediately. 

B. Log the event as suspicious activity,call a manager,and report this as soon as possible. 

C. Run an anti-virus scan because it is likely the system is infected by malware. 

D. Log the event as suspicious activity,continue to investigate,and act according to the site\\'s security policy. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

In which of the following should be performed first in any penetration test? 

A. System identification 

B. Intrusion Detection System testing 

C. Passive information gathering 

D. Firewall testing 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Clive has been monitoring his IDS and sees that there are a huge number of ICMP Echo Reply packets that are being
received on the external gateway interface. Further inspection reveals that they are not responses from the internal
hosts\\' requests but simply responses coming from the Internet. 

What could be the most likely cause? 

A. Someone has spoofed Clive\\'s IP address while doing a smurf attack. 

B. Someone has spoofed Clive\\'s IP address while doing a land attack. 

C. Someone has spoofed Clive\\'s IP address while doing a fraggle attack. 
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D. Someone has spoofed Clive\\'s IP address while doing a DoS attack. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

This is an example of whois record. 

Sometimes a company shares a little too much information on their organization through public domain records. Based
on the above whois record, what can an attacker do? (Select 2 answers) 

A. Search engines like Google,Bing will expose information listed on the WHOIS record 
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B. An attacker can attempt phishing and social engineering on targeted individuals using the information from WHOIS
record 

C. Spammers can send unsolicited e-mails to addresses listed in the WHOIS record 

D. IRS Agents will use this information to track individuals using the WHOIS record information 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 13

During the intelligence gathering phase of a penetration test, you come across a press release by a security products
vendor stating that they have signed a multi- million dollar agreement with the company you are targeting. The contract
was for vulnerability assessment tools and network based IDS systems. While researching on that particular brand of
IDS you notice that its default installation allows it to perform sniffing and attack analysis on one NIC and caters to its
management and reporting on another NIC. The sniffing interface is completely unbound from the TCP/IP stack by
default. Assuming the defaults were used, how can you detect these sniffing interfaces? 

A. Use a ping flood against the IP of the sniffing NIC and look for latency in the responses. 

B. Send your attack traffic and look for it to be dropped by the IDS. 

C. Set your IP to that of the IDS and look for it as it attempts to knock your computer off the network. 

D. The sniffing interface cannot be detected. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

The network administrator for a company is setting up a website with e-commerce capabilities. Packet sniffing is a
concern because credit card information will be sent electronically over the Internet. Customers visiting the site will need
to encrypt the data with HTTPS. 

Which type of certificate is used to encrypt and decrypt the data? 

A. Asymmetric 

B. Confidential 

C. Symmetric 

D. Non-confidential 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

What framework architecture is shown in this exhibit? 
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A. Core Impact 

B. Metasploit 

C. Immunity Canvas 

D. Nessus 

Correct Answer: B 
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